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Dear Friends and Colleagues,
This week we have 2 things to celebrate – a slight decrease in hospitalized cases of Covid and the roll out of the Pfizer vaccine.
 
Hospitalized Cases of Covid

Covid cases have stabilized but will likely increase:    
·         Over the past week, there’s been an average of about 4,400 cases per day in Colorado, a decrease of 6% from the average 2

weeks earlier.
·         This decrease in cases per day is reflected in the census data at UCH and the state-wide hospitalization data with both peaking

and slowly going down over the past week (see graphs on right).
·         Given the national trend in cases (daily average >200,000 cases with an 25% increase over the past 2 weeks), hospitalizations

(daily average > 100,000 or 20%  increase over the past 2 weeks), and deaths (daily average of >2900 deaths or a 60% increase
over the past 2 weeks), we are likely experiencing a temporary lull in hospitalized cases in Colorado. 

·         With an average of 40 deaths per day statewide, Covid-19 is the number 1 cause of death in Colorado this past week. 
·         IHME continues to indicate that cases, hospitalizations, and deaths will increase in Colorado through the end of January

(http://www.healthdata.org/covid/updates).
·         I found a new source of information on the IHME website, a Covid-19 Briefing specific for Colorado that was updated December

10th.  Please see attached PDF and go to their website if you’d like more information (http://www.healthdata.org/covid/updates).
 
Covid Vaccine Developments

mRNA Vaccines are Efficacious and Pfizer has received FDA EUA approval:  Pfizer recently announced that its vaccine candidate was
found to be 95% effective at preventing symptomatic Covid-19, and a week later, Moderna announced that its vaccine candidate was
found to be 94.5% effective. Attached is the NEJM paper (Pfizer mRNA Covid-19 Vaccine.pdf) that presents the efficacy and safety of
the Pfizer mRNA vaccine trial.  In the figure on your right, you can see that the Pfizer vaccine is effective in preventing Covid-19
infection after the first dose.  Importantly, a second dose is needed to produce antibodies with several-fold greater affinity for the
antigen as a result of somatic hypermutation and selection by TFH cells (https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affinity_maturation).  The

Pfizer vaccine was also safe over a median of 2 months (see figure 2 from paper).  These findings prompted the FDA to grant emergency
use authorization (EUA) for the Pfizer vaccine and the FDA will likely do the same for the Moderna vaccine.   
Safety of Vaccines:  Vaccines are safe and effective and prevent about 6 million deaths globally each year.  In the attached PDF
(VaccineSafety.pdf), the history of vaccine safety issues are discussed in relation to current regulations and protocols, including the
triggers to pause clinical trials to ensure safety.  Vaccine development has led to rigorous safety protocols to ensure the lessons from
history are not repeated.  The importance of competing phase 3 trials is also discussed to collect comprehensive safety data.  Dr. Anuj
Mehta gave a terrific talk at Denver Health this past week, “Covid-19 vaccination: Reasons not to be scared”, that I recommend for your
viewing - https://youtu.be/Nk6YW5FZQCo.  
Importance of Ongoing Vaccine Trials:  VaccineEfficacy.pdf (attached) discusses the tradeoffs in completing a placebo-controlled trial
after the vaccine has been found to be efficacious (duration of protective effect, impact in subgroups, and protection against subclinical
infections/transmission)  and the potential importance in testing other vaccine candidates (efficacy, immunity, subpopulation efficacy,
protection against severe disease, subclinical infection, and transmission, costs, and practical considerations related to administration). 
This article may be helpful when you’re talking with patients that either have been involved in trials or are wondering why you’re
offering them a vaccine when vaccine trials are ongoing.
Vaccine Distribution:  This past week we had a Town Hall that focused on vaccine distribution at UCH, Denver Health, and the VA, led
by Michelle Barron, Heather Young, and Mary Bessesen (Vaccine Distribution).  In addition, UCH is planning a Virtual Town Hall on
December 17th to discuss vaccine distribution and has also established a COVID-19 vaccine information page and FAQ on The Source. 
Bottom line is that healthcare workers will be given vaccine in the following order (mandated by the state):

·         1A: Those with the most frequent and direct contact with COVID-19 patients.
·         1B: Those who have less frequent or indirect contact with COVID-19 patients,
·         1C: All others including those in non-clinical roles.

Post Vaccine:  It’s important that you continue to protect yourselves and those with whom you live even after you receive the vaccine. 
After receiving the vaccine, it’s remains possible that you can develop a less symptomatic form of Covid or that you may transmit the
infection – we simply don’t know at this point.  So continue to wear a mask, practice social distancing, wash your hands frequently,
avoid gatherings involving food or drink, restrict travel (please, don’t travel over Christmas), and stay at home if you’re sick.
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By David M. Knipe1, Ofer Levy2,3,4, 


Katherine A. Fitzgerald5, Elke Mühlberger6


T
here is an urgent need for vaccines to 


protect against severe acute respira-


tory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-


CoV-2) infection to reduce COVID-19 


and stop the current pandemic. 


Although bureaucratic delays should 


be reduced to accelerate vaccine availability, 


there remains the need for extensive safety 


testing protocols developed by the U.S. Food 


and Drug Administration (FDA) and other 


regulatory agencies. COVID-19 vaccines will 


be safe if regulatory agencies maintain their 


well-documented safety testing protocols. 


Safety should be considered at every phase of 


vaccine discovery, development, and testing. 


History provides a strong scientific basis for 


safety evaluation of all vaccine candidates, 


which must be maintained to realize their 


enormous potential.


Vaccines are among the most successful 


medical and public health measures ever 


implemented (1). It is estimated that vaccines 


prevent ~6 million deaths globally per year 


(2). For example, vaccination eliminated vari-


ola virus (which causes smallpox) and nearly 


all wild poliovirus and has greatly reduced 


measles virus infection. Vaccines against hep-


atitis A and B viruses, rubella virus, mumps 


virus, influenza virus, human papilloma 


virus, varicella zoster virus (which causes 


chickenpox in children or shingles in adults), 


and yellow fever virus are broadly used and 


highly successful at reducing morbidity and 


mortality. The historical experience with vac-


cine development has paved the way for a 


well-developed path for preclinical and clini-


cal testing of vaccines to ensure their safety 


and efficacy, leading to safe vaccines that 


have saved millions of lives.


Empirical experience, including evaluation 


of vaccine-associated adverse events, indi-


cates the importance of thoroughly assessing 


safety of vaccine preparations before licensing 


and widespread use. Lessons learned include 


that all batches of vaccines must be tested 


for safety. For example, the need for system-


atic adherence to formulation standards and 


safety testing of each batch of formalin-inac-


tivated Salk polio vaccine before deployment 


became apparent after a tragic incident in 


1955. Although nearly all batches of the li-


censed vaccine were safe, two batches from 


Cutter Laboratories were contaminated with 


live poliovirus because of incomplete inacti-


vation. This resulted in abortive polio (char-


acterized by headache, stiff neck, fever, and 


muscle weakness) in 40,000 individuals, 51 


cases of permanent paralysis, and five deaths 


and spread to family and community mem-


bers (3). The Cutter incident led to strict new 


federal regulations, including current quality 


control measures to ensure strict adherence 


to vaccine formulation for inactivation of 


each vaccine batch. Inactivated polio vaccine 


preparations have been very safe since (4).


An additional level of vaccine safety is pro-


vided by understanding the mechanism of 


action and immune correlates of protection. 


For some vaccines, correlates of protection, 


such as the presence of specific neutralizing 


antibodies, are well established. A clear un-


derstanding of correlates of protection can 


ensure that vaccines induce the optimal im-


mune response for protection while avoiding 


nonproductive or counterproductive immune 


responses or disease. Two examples illustrate 


this point. A formalin-inactivated respiratory 


syncytial virus (FI-RSV) vaccine developed in 


the 1960s stimulated moderate amounts of 


serum antibodies, measured by complement 


fixation, but failed to protect against RSV in-


fection or disease (5). Moreover, most children 


immunized with this inactivated RSV vaccine 


and that subsequently became infected with 


RSV were hospitalized, with enhanced respi-


ratory disease. The FI-RSV vaccine was later 


found not to induce neutralizing antibodies 


in vaccinees (6), and in a cotton rat infection 


model it induced a T helper cell 2 (T
H
2)–bi-


ased CD4+ T cell response (7), which can lead 


to lack of protective immunity and immune 


pathology. Lack of viral neutralization and 


altered T cell responses are believed to have 


contributed to vaccine-enhanced disease in 


these immunized individuals.


In another example, the first dengue vac-


cine, a tetravalent chimeric yellow fever–


dengue virus vaccine, reduced incidence of 


severe dengue disease in older children and 


was licensed for use in children >9 years of 


age. However, although overall reduction 


of severe disease and hospitalization over a 


5-year period was observed in the trials, pro-


tection was highest in individuals who had 


been exposed to dengue virus before immu-


nization, whereas immunization increased 


severe disease in seronegative individuals (8, 


9). Protection was lowest against one of the 


four dengue serotypes (DEN-2), suggesting 


that weak immune responses to DEN-2 or in 


general in seronegative individuals resulted 


in antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) 


of disease. ADE is caused by non-neutralizing 


antibodies or antibodies at subneutralizing 


concentrations that promote infection by 


enhancing uptake of viral particles into host 


cells. ADE has been reported to increase infec-


tivity of SARS-coronavirus in certain types of 


cells in culture (10). Given these experiences, 


current vaccine evaluation in preclinical and 


clinical studies (see the figure) includes scru-


tiny of vaccine immunogenicity in relation to 


correlates of protection to maximize efficacy 


and minimize potential detrimental effects.


Another lesson learned is that if seri-


ous adverse events are detected in a clini-


cal trial, then additional clinical testing is 


indicated. For example, the first rotavirus 


vaccine, a rhesus-human reassortant ro-


tavirus tetravalent vaccine (RRV-TV) with 


genome segments of human and rhesus ro-


taviruses, was licensed in the United States 


in 1998. Rotaviruses cause severe and po-


tentially fatal diarrhea in infants and chil-


dren. Although the vaccine was effective in 


preventing gastroenteritis in infants, intus-


susception (a painful form of bowel obstruc-


tion due to bowel prolapse that can be fatal 


if left untreated) was reported in 5 of 10,054 


vaccinees, compared with one case in 4633 


placebo recipients, a difference that was not 


statistically significant. The perceived lack 


of serious adverse effects led to licensure of 


RRV-TV, with intussusception as a possible 


rare adverse reaction. However, after its ap-


proval and in the first year of vaccine use, 


15 cases of intussusception were reported 


in vaccinees, in contrast to only 4 cases in 


the 7 years preceding vaccination, triggering 


suspension of the vaccine in 1999 (11). This 


example illustrates the importance of care-


ful evaluation of any adverse reaction and 


postlicensure surveillance to ensure vaccine 


safety. Large prelicensure trials of two later 


rotavirus vaccines, a pentavalent human-


bovine viral reassortant vaccine (RV5) and 


a monovalent single-strain human rotavirus 


vaccine (RV1) with compositions different 


from that of RRV-TV, demonstrated very low 


VIEWPOINT: COVID-19


Ensuring vaccine safety
Comprehensive safety testing is based on 
experience with prior vaccines
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incidence of intussusception, and these vac-


cines are now widely approved for use.


In 1976, an outbreak of influenza that re-


sulted in one death among Army recruits 


at Fort Dix, New Jersey, followed by spread 


through the base, was ascribed to influenza 


virus isolates similar to the 1918 pandemic 


H1N1 virus that killed millions of people. 


Fearful that a potentially pandemic influ-


enza virus was emerging, an emergency vac-


cine initiative was approved by President 


Ford and funded by Congress. Meanwhile, 


scientific questions arose, including genetic 


evidence that the New Jersey isolates were 


similar to swine (H1N1) influenza viruses cir-


culating in the United States at the time (12) 


and doubts about the virulence of the virus 


isolates, both suggesting that this was not an 


emerging pandemic virus. In addition, there 


was evidence that the vaccine being pro-


duced lacked an antigenic form of the viral 


neuraminidase protein, which could render it 


less efficacious. President Ford nevertheless 


implemented the vaccine initiative.


The influenza vaccine was tested in ~7000 


individuals in the spring of 1976 and was 


deemed to be safe, with broad immuniza-


tion starting on 1 October. About 25% of 


the U.S. population was immunized before 


~450 cases of the paralytic Guillain-Barré 


syndrome (GBS) disease emerged, a statisti-


cally significant increase above the normal 


population incidence (13). This influenza 


immunization program was terminated in 


December 1976 with severe consequences, in-


cluding diminished public confidence in vac-


cines and the public health care system. Later 


studies have shown minimal GBS associated 


with other influenza virus vaccines (13); thus, 


this particular vaccine formulation was likely 


problematic. Potential lack of neuraminidase 


activity, contamination with other microbes, 


and induction of autoimmune antibodies 


have all been suggested to account for these 


adverse effects.


As a result of the observations from the 


RRV-TV and 1976 swine flu vaccines, current 


regulatory practices require monitoring of 


rare adverse events pre- and postlicensure 


with detection of serious adverse events trig-


gering a pause to trial or use. Such a safety 


pause enables study of adverse events to as-


sess whether the vaccine trial or use can be 


resumed as deemed appropriate. Indeed, 


such safety pauses have occurred in current 


COVID-19 vaccine trials, underscoring the 


value of extensive regulatory safety protocols, 


which should not be rushed or undermined.


History has also taught us the impor-


tance of continued surveillance of potential 


vaccine-related adverse events and measure-


ment of immunogenicity and outcomes even 


after licensure. Such surveillance—for exam-


ple, through the U.S. Department of Health 


and Human Services Vaccine Adverse Event 


Reporting System (VAERS) and the FDA 


Biologics Effectiveness and Safety (BEST) 


electronic medical record–based platform—


can confirm safety and increase understand-


ing of the immune correlates of protection 


and mechanisms of immunogenicity to fur-


ther enhance vaccine development.


Multiple COVID-19 vaccine trials are cur-


rently being conducted in parallel, with many 


additional candidates in preclinical develop-


ment. A decision regarding one of these clini-


cal trials that enables vaccine use before full 


regulatory approval—for example, through 


emergency use authorization (EUA)—would 


accelerate deployment at the potential risk of 


undermining the ability to recruit additional 


participants for that and other trials, thereby 


impairing collection of normally comprehen-


sive data regarding safety, immunogenicity, 


efficacy, and durability of protection (14). To 


enhance public confidence in vaccines by 


providing transparency, the FDA Center for 


Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) 


has published master protocols for SARS-


CoV-2 vaccine safety and effectiveness evalu-


ation (15). Overall, the interests of vaccinees, 


vaccine developers, pharmaceutical compa-


nies, and regulatory agencies are aligned on 


the importance of ensuring vaccine safety.


There is an urgent need for COVID-19 vac-


cines and exciting progress to that end, but 


there remains a critical public health obliga-


tion to conduct rigorous evaluation to ensure 


safety as well as efficacy. Vaccines remain one 


of the most successful biomedical tools for 


prevention of disease. The urgent need for 


COVID-19 vaccines must be balanced with 


the imperative of ensuring safety and pub-


lic confidence in vaccines by following the 


established clinical safety testing protocols 


throughout vaccine development, including 


both pre- and postdeployment. j
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By David Wendler,1 Jorge Ochoa,1 Joseph 


Millum,1, 2 Christine Grady,1 Holly A. Taylor1


T
he unprecedented effort to identify 


one or more safe and effective vaccines 


for COVID-19 includes more than 180 


candidates in development (1), with at 


least 12 in phase 3 trials (2). The test-


ing of so many vaccine candidates, in 


a pandemic of a disease for which there are 


to date limited treatment options, raises a 


critical challenge: What should researchers 


do if a vaccine candidate is judged to be safe 


and efficacious? Guidance from the U.S. Food 


and Drug Administration (FDA) states that 


in the event that a COVID-19 vaccine candi-


date is judged to be “safe and effective,” dis-


cussion may be necessary “to address ethical 


arguments to break the blind and offer vac-


cine to placebo recipients” (3). We consider 


here two questions raised by this guidance: 


First, if a vaccine candidate is found to be 


safe and efficacious in a placebo-controlled 


trial, should the researchers continue that 


trial as designed? Second, should research-


ers continue to test other vaccine candidates 


using placebo-controlled trials? These two 


questions are especially timely given recent 


announcements by Pfizer and Moderna that 


their vaccine candidates have been found 


to be efficacious in preventing symptomatic 


COVID-19 (4, 5).


VACCINE SAFETY AND EFFICACY


A finding of efficacy occurs when a vaccine 


candidate being tested in a phase 3 trial meets 


its efficacy end point, either during an in-


terim analysis or after study completion. The 


primary efficacy end point of current phase 


3 trials is whether the vaccine candidate pre-


vents symptomatic COVID-19 in individuals 


newly infected with severe acute respiratory 


syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) (6). A 


finding of efficacy in these trials thus implies 


that the vaccine candidate protects infected 


individuals from experiencing symptoms. A 


finding of safety occurs when there is suffi-


cient data on the impact of the vaccine can-


didate to conclude that its potential benefits 


justify its risks in the target population.


A single finding of safety and efficacy 


may not be sufficient for a vaccine candi-


date to receive FDA approval. Depending on 


the strength of the data, it may be impor-


tant to conduct additional research to learn 


more about the vaccine candidate and gain 


greater confidence in its safety and effi-


cacy before offering it to millions of people. 


For example, the FDA frequently requires 


a finding of efficacy in two phase 3 trials 


before approving medical interventions for 


marketing to the public.


Still, a finding of safety and efficacy in a 


phase 3 trial is an ethically critical point in 


the vaccine development process. From that 


point, receiving the vaccine candidate is  


known to offer protection to many individu-


als. Hence, receiving a placebo instead is con-


trary to their interests, even though it may be 


necessary to collecting socially valuable data.


This tension between protecting research 


participants and gathering data that may 


benefit others is common to clinical research, 


and there is substantial literature on how to 


address it (7). Although this literature applies 


to the ethics of vaccine trials, the present sit-


uation is unparalleled.


There is a global crisis for which there are 


currently limited treatment options. Hence, 


billions of individuals could benefit from a 


safe and efficacious vaccine. And having so 


many vaccine candidates in development 


substantially increases the chances that 


one or more will be found to be safe and ef-


ficacious while others are still being tested. 


Limitations on current treatment options 


mean that it is in each individual’s interests 


to receive the first vaccine found to be safe 


and efficacious, rather than participate in 


vaccine trials where they might receive pla-


cebo or an unproven vaccine candidate.


In addition, given the challenges of man-


ufacturing sufficient supply for so many 


people, and given that different vaccine can-


didates may be efficacious in different popu-


lations, several vaccines may be needed to 


meet the global need. This highlights the po-


tential social value of conducting additional 


trials after one or more vaccine candidates 


are found to be safe and efficacious.


Moreover, vaccine candidates typically 


have not been widely available until after 


they receive marketing approval by the FDA. 


However, the FDA has indicated that it may 


take the unprecedented step of making a 


vaccine candidate that is found to be safe 


and efficacious widely available through an 


emergency use authorization (EUA) before 


marketing approval. An EUA involves the 


FDA commissioner allowing unapproved 


medical products to be used in an emergency 


to diagnose, treat, or prevent serious or life-


threatening diseases or conditions “when 


there are no adequate, approved, and avail-


able alternatives” (8).


PARTICIPANTS, NOT PATIENTS


Pfizer recently announced that at the first 


interim analysis, its vaccine candidate was 


found to be 95% effective at preventing 


symptomatic COVID-19 (4, 5). A week later, 


Moderna announced that its vaccine can-


didate was found to be 94.5% effective. At 


that point, the trials had enrolled more than 


43,000 and 30,000 participants, respectively, 


of whom 94 and 95 developed symptomatic 


disease. If these findings are confirmed, they 


will represent an important public health 


advance, and provision of the vaccine candi-


dates would be in the interests of many in-


dividuals. The FDA may thus grant an EUA, 


making either or both vaccines available be-


fore each study’s completion and also before 


FDA marketing approval.


Some commentators argue that clinical 


trials are ethically acceptable only as long 


as there is insufficient evidence that the in-


tervention offered in one arm is superior to 


what is offered in another arm, or to what is 


available outside the trial (9). This view im-


plies that it would be unethical to continue 


Pfizer’s and Moderna’s placebo-controlled tri-


als given the findings of efficacy. It also im-


plies it would be unethical to test other un-


proven vaccine candidates against placebo.


Proponents defend this view on the 


grounds that it provides a way to protect 


participants from excessive risks. They argue 


further that researchers conducting clinical 


trials are obligated to treat participants con-


sistent with their clinical interests and con-


clude that it is unethical to give participants 


a placebo once a safe and efficacious vaccine 


has been identified.


We  disagree. This view fails to recognize 


that the obligations researchers have to 


their participants are distinct from the obli-


ETHICS: COVID-19


COVID-19 vaccine trial ethics 


once we have efficacious vaccines
Some placebo-controlled trials can continue ethically 
after a candidate vaccine is found to be safe and efficacious
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gations that clinicians have to their patients 


(9). It further ignores the existence of other 


mechanisms, including independent review 


and informed consent, to protect research 


participants from excessive risks. The dif-


ferences between the ethics of clinical re-


search and clinical care are reflected in the 


consensus that it can be ethically appropri-


ate to invite research participants to accept 


some risks to collect socially valuable data. 


In particular, codes and guidelines around 


the world permit researchers to expose par-


ticipants in clinical trials, including vaccine 


trials, to some risks to collect socially valu-


able data that cannot be obtained in a less 


risky way (10).


These guidelines have a critical impli-


cation for COVID-19 vaccine trial ethics: 


Researchers are not obligated to pro-


vide placebo recipients with a safe and 


efficacious vaccine once one has been 


identified. Instead, researchers are ob-


ligated to ensure that any plans to con-


duct placebo-controlled trials remain 


ethically appropriate given current ev-


idence. Such plans must be reviewed 


and approved by an independent 


board, known as an institutional re-


view board (IRB) in the United States, 


which must find that a number of con-


ditions are satisfied (11). Two of these 


conditions are particularly important 


for determining the acceptability of 


conducting placebo-controlled trials 


after a vaccine candidate has been 


found to be safe and efficacious: Is the 


trial’s risk-benefit profile still accept-


able? Do participants consent?


ACCEPTABLE RISK-BENEFIT PROFILE


Continuing a blinded, placebo-con-


trolled trial after the vaccine can-


didate being tested has been found 


to be safe and efficacious is justified 


only when the trial’s risk-benefit 


profile remains acceptable. Making this 


determination requires answering three 


questions: (i) What is the social value of 


continuing the trial? (ii) What are the risks 


to participants of continuing the trial? (iii) 


Are the risks to participants sufficiently low 


and justified by the social value of continu-


ing the trial?


Social value


Continuing a trial after the vaccine candi-


date has been found to be safe and effica-


cious can provide an opportunity to collect 


several types of socially valuable data.  Of 


greatest importance, it can provide greater 


confidence in and a more precise point es-


timate of the vaccine’s efficacy and offer 


an opportunity to collect additional safety 


data, including data on any uncommon or 


delayed side effects. It can also help to as-


sess how long the vaccine’s protective effect 


lasts; offer insight into the vaccine’s impact 


in various subgroups, such as older individ-


uals or those with comorbidities; and evalu-


ate whether the vaccine candidate protects 


against infection itself.


Risks to participants


Once a vaccine candidate is found to be ef-


ficacious, participants in the placebo arm 


are  known to be at higher risk of symptom-


atic disease than those in the active arm. 


The degree of risk depends on the chances 


that participants in the placebo arm will 


become infected, the risks they face if they 


are, and how much protection the vaccine 


candidate offers.


The chances that participants in the pla-


cebo arm will be infected depends on the 


local transmission rate, preventive measures 


they adopt, and the amount of time they 


remain on placebo. When participants are 


on placebo for a short time, the chances of 


infection are correspondingly low. For exam-


ple, Moderna plans to continue its placebo-


controlled trial until 151 cases of symptom-


atic disease are identified (5). Given current 


transmission rates, this may take as little as 


a few weeks.


Remaining on placebo for a few weeks, 


rather than accessing an efficacious vac-


cine, poses a low chance of substantial 


harm. Continuing on placebo for even lon-


ger periods also poses a low chance of sub-


stantial harm to individuals at low risk for 


severe disease.


Remaining on placebo for an extended 


period can pose considerable risks to indi-


viduals at high risk of severe disease. The 


extent of these risks depends critically on 


what options are available to them. In the 


setting of few effective treatments and po-


tentially strained hospital systems, receiv-


ing placebo for an extended period rather 


than a safe and efficacious vaccine can 


pose substantial risks. However, if high-


risk individuals would not have access to a 


safe and efficacious vaccine outside of re-


search—for example, there is only enough 


supply for the trial or they are not part of a 


prioritized group that will receive the vac-


cine during the time of the trial—receiving 


placebo in a clinical trial poses few addi-


tional risks to them.


Are risks suf  ciently low and justif ed?


There is no algorithm for determining how 


much social value a given clinical trial has 


and whether its social value justifies the 


risks participants face. As a result, IRBs 


tend to focus on ensuring that a trial has 


the potential to collect important data and 


that the risks of substantial harm are low.


Trials with the potential to collect data 


helpful for addressing a global pandemic 


have considerable social value. Inviting 


competent adults to participate in such 


trials can be ethical when doing so poses 


a small increase in their risk of experienc-


ing substantial harm. This suggests that it 


can be ethically acceptable to continue a 


placebo-controlled trial for a short period 


after the vaccine candidate has been found 


to be safe and efficacious, even when par-


A volunteer receives an injection as part of a phase 3 trial of the vaccine candidate developed by Pfizer and BioNTech. 
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ticipants might be able to access the vac-


cine candidate outside the trial, for ex-


ample, through an EUA (12). By contrast, if 


continuing the trial does not offer the op-


portunity to collect socially valuable data, 


or comparable data can be obtained in less 


risky ways, continuing the trial with a pla-


cebo arm for any length of time would be 


ethically problematic.


Inviting participants who are at low risk 


of severe disease to remain blinded and stay 


in the trial for a longer period can be ac-


ceptable when it offers the potential to col-


lect data that might be helpful for address-


ing the pandemic. In most cases, continuing 


a blinded, placebo-controlled design with 


high-risk individuals for longer periods will 


not yield data of sufficient value to justify 


it. Exceptions might include when the indi-


viduals cannot access an efficacious vaccine 


outside the trial and their participation is 


needed to collect valuable data, or they are 


in a group for whom no efficacious vaccine 


candidate has been identified. Otherwise, 


individuals at high risk of severe disease 


should be unblinded and those on the pla-


cebo arm offered the vaccine within a re-


designed study or given the opportunity to 


seek the vaccine outside the trial.


When the value of the data to be collected 


does not justify the risks of continuing the 


trial as designed, researchers have several 


options. They can unblind participants; of-


fer placebo recipients the vaccine, possibly 


as part of an expanded access program; and 


follow them to collect additional data  (13). 


Alternatively, researchers might redesign 


the trial, for example, to include a crossover 


in which the blind is maintained and those 


on the placebo arm receive the vaccine af-


ter they complete the placebo arm. Finally, 


in some cases, it may make sense to simply 


stop the trial and unblind participants, thus 


allowing those in the placebo arm to seek 


the vaccine elsewhere.


OTHER TRIALS


Even when a vaccine candidate is found to 


be safe and efficacious, there are likely to be 


good reasons to study others. Another vac-


cine candidate might be more effective, gen-


erate longer-lasting immunity, work better 


in certain subpopulations, provide greater 


protection against severe disease, or pre-


vent infection better. Other candidates may 


also be superior with respect to cost or other 


practical considerations. For example, Pfiz-


er’s vaccine candidate must be stored at very 


low temperatures until 5 days  before admin-


istration, a requirement which will reduce its 


availability in many parts of the world.


When there are safe and effective inter-


ventions available, the default is to use them 


rather than placebo as the comparator in 


clinical trials. Thus, if the Pfizer or Moderna 


vaccine candidates, or others, are confirmed 


to be safe and efficacious, researchers should 


consider whether their trials can be rede-


signed as a comparison between the vaccine 


candidate they are testing and a safe and  effi-


cacious vaccine. When making this decision, 


researchers and IRBs should take into ac-


count that an active comparison trial is likely 


to require larger sample sizes and extend the 


duration of the trial.


Redesigning ongoing trials to include an 


efficacious vaccine as an active comparator 


may not always be feasible or valuable. If 


continuing to evaluate the vaccine candi-


date nonetheless offers important social 


value, participants at low risk of severe 


disease might be invited to stay blinded 


and remain in the placebo-controlled trial. 


If continued participation appreciably in-


creases participants’ risk of severe disease, 


researchers should discuss participants’ op-


tions for obtaining an efficacious vaccine 


outside research.


DISCLOSURE, UNBLINDING, CONSENT


Researchers are ethically obligated to inform 


participants of developments that might in-


fluence their willingness to remain in a clini-


cal trial. Clearly, that  a vaccine candidate has 


been found to be safe and efficacious meets 


this standard. Hence, investigators should 


inform participants in all trials of such a 


finding. This information should include the 


vaccine’s safety record, the level  of protection 


it provides, the populations for which it has 


been found to be safe and efficacious, and 


whether it might be available through an 


EUA or other means.


Researchers should then explain the plans 


for their trial going forward and solicit par-


ticipants’ consent. To minimize potential 


confusion and distrust (14), participants 


should understand the rationale behind the 


plan and that their prior consent does not 


obligate them to continue to participate. If 


researchers intend to continue with a pla-


cebo-controlled design, participants can be 


encouraged to remain in the trial. However, 


once a safe and efficacious vaccine candi-


date is available, knowing whether they re-


ceived placebo or vaccine becomes relevant 


to a participant’s decision whether to seek 


the vaccine outside research. Hence, partici-


pants who choose to leave the trial should be 


informed whether they received the vaccine 


candidate or placebo.


If one or more efficacious vaccines become 


widely available outside research, continu-


ing a blinded, placebo-controlled trial might 


result in participants in both the active and 


placebo arms dropping out and seeking the 


vaccine elsewhere. Researchers should an-


ticipate this possibility and consider whether 


they might unblind participants, offer an ef-


ficacious vaccine to the placebo recipients, 


and follow everyone. Alternatively, it might 


make sense to continue the blinded, placebo-


controlled trial with a guarantee that indi-


viduals in the placebo arm will receive an 


efficacious vaccine once their participation 


in the study is completed. With careful plan-


ning and systematic assessment of the social 


value and risks, we believe it can be ethical 


to conduct some placebo-controlled trials of 


vaccine candidates for COVID-19 even after 


we have an efficacious vaccine. Doing so may 


be necessary to effectively address a pan-


demic that is causing so much harm around 


the world.        j
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BACKGROUND
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection and the 
resulting coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) have afflicted tens of millions of people 
in a worldwide pandemic. Safe and effective vaccines are needed urgently.


METHODS
In an ongoing multinational, placebo-controlled, observer-blinded, pivotal efficacy 
trial, we randomly assigned persons 16 years of age or older in a 1:1 ratio to receive 
two doses, 21 days apart, of either placebo or the BNT162b2 vaccine candidate (30 μg 
per dose). BNT162b2 is a lipid nanoparticle–formulated, nucleoside-modified RNA 
vaccine that encodes a prefusion stabilized, membrane-anchored SARS-CoV-2 full-
length spike protein. The primary end points were efficacy of the vaccine against 
laboratory-confirmed Covid-19 and safety.


RESULTS
A total of 43,548 participants underwent randomization, of whom 43,448 received 
injections: 21,720 with BNT162b2 and 21,728 with placebo. There were 8 cases of 
Covid-19 with onset at least 7 days after the second dose among participants as-
signed to receive BNT162b2 and 162 cases among those assigned to placebo; 
BNT162b2 was 95% effective in preventing Covid-19 (95% credible interval, 90.3 to 
97.6). Similar vaccine efficacy (generally 90 to 100%) was observed across subgroups 
defined by age, sex, race, ethnicity, baseline body-mass index, and the presence of 
coexisting conditions. Among 10 cases of severe Covid-19 with onset after the first 
dose, 9 occurred in placebo recipients and 1 in a BNT162b2 recipient. The safety 
profile of BNT162b2 was characterized by short-term, mild-to-moderate pain at the 
injection site, fatigue, and headache. The incidence of serious adverse events was 
low and was similar in the vaccine and placebo groups.


CONCLUSIONS
A two-dose regimen of BNT162b2 conferred 95% protection against Covid-19 in 
persons 16 years of age or older. Safety over a median of 2 months was similar to 
that of other viral vaccines. (Funded by BioNTech and Pfizer; ClinicalTrials.gov 
number, NCT04368728.)
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T h e  n e w  e ngl a nd  j o u r na l  o f  m e dic i n e


Coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) 
has affected tens of millions of people 
globally1 since it was declared a pandemic 


by the World Health Organization on March 11, 
2020.2 Older adults, persons with certain coex-
isting conditions, and front-line workers are at 
highest risk for Covid-19 and its complications. 
Recent data show increasing rates of severe acute 
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) 
infection and Covid-19 in other populations, in-
cluding younger adults.3 Safe and effective pro-
phylactic vaccines are urgently needed to contain 
the pandemic, which has had devastating medi-
cal, economic, and social consequences.


We previously reported phase 1 safety and im-
munogenicity results from clinical trials of the 
vaccine candidate BNT162b2,4 a lipid nanoparticle–
formulated,5 nucleoside-modified RNA (modRNA)6 
encoding the SARS-CoV-2 full-length spike, modi-
fied by two proline mutations to lock it in the 
prefusion conformation.7 Findings from studies 
conducted in the United States and Germany 
among healthy men and women showed that two 
30-μg doses of BNT162b2 elicited high SARS-CoV-2 
neutralizing antibody titers and robust antigen-
specific CD8+ and Th1-type CD4+ T-cell respons-
es.8 The 50% neutralizing geometric mean titers 
elicited by 30 μg of BNT162b2 in older and young-
er adults exceeded the geometric mean titer mea-
sured in a human convalescent serum panel, de-
spite a lower neutralizing response in older adults 
than in younger adults. In addition, the reactoge-
nicity profile of BNT162b2 represented mainly 
short-term local (i.e., injection site) and systemic 
responses. These findings supported progression 
of the BNT162b2 vaccine candidate into phase 3.


Here, we report safety and efficacy findings 
from the phase 2/3 part of a global phase 1/2/3 
trial evaluating the safety, immunogenicity, and 
efficacy of 30 μg of BNT162b2 in preventing 
Covid-19 in persons 16 years of age or older. This 
data set and these trial results are the basis for an 
application for emergency use authorization.9 Col-
lection of phase 2/3 data on vaccine immunoge-
nicity and the durability of the immune response 
to immunization is ongoing, and those data are 
not reported here.


Me thods


Trial Objectives, Participants and Oversight


We assessed the safety and efficacy of two 30-μg 
doses of BNT162b2, administered intramuscu-


larly 21 days apart, as compared with placebo. 
Adults 16 years of age or older who were healthy 
or had stable chronic medical conditions, includ-
ing but not limited to human immunodeficiency 
virus (HIV), hepatitis B virus, or hepatitis C vi-
rus infection, were eligible for participation in 
the trial. Key exclusion criteria included a medi-
cal history of Covid-19, treatment with immuno-
suppressive therapy, or diagnosis with an im-
munocompromising condition.


Pfizer was responsible for the design and 
conduct of the trial, data collection, data analysis, 
data interpretation, and the writing of the 
manuscript. BioNTech was the sponsor of the 
trial, manufactured the BNT162b2 clinical trial 
material, and contributed to the interpretation 
of the data and the writing of the manuscript. 
All the trial data were available to all the authors, 
who vouch for its accuracy and completeness and 
for adherence of the trial to the protocol, which 
is available with the full text of this article at 
NEJM.org. An independent data and safety mon-
itoring board reviewed efficacy and unblinded 
safety data.


Trial Procedures


With the use of an interactive Web-based sys-
tem, participants in the trial were randomly as-
signed in a 1:1 ratio to receive 30 μg of 
BNT162b2 (0.3 ml volume per dose) or saline 
placebo. Participants received two injections, 21 
days apart, of either BNT162b2 or placebo, deliv-
ered in the deltoid muscle. Site staff who were 
responsible for safety evaluation and were un-
aware of group assignments observed partici-
pants for 30 minutes after vaccination for any 
acute reactions.


Safety


The primary end points of this trial were solic-
ited, specific local or systemic adverse events 
and use of antipyretic or pain medication within 
7 days after the receipt of each dose of vaccine 
or placebo, as prompted by and recorded in an 
electronic diary in a subset of participants (the 
reactogenicity subset), and unsolicited adverse 
events (those reported by the participants with-
out prompts from the electronic diary) through 
1 month after the second dose and unsolicited 
serious adverse events through 6 months after 
the second dose. Adverse event data through ap-
proximately 14 weeks after the second dose are 
included in this report. In this report, safety 
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Safety and Efficacy of the BNT162b2 Vaccine


data are reported for all participants who pro-
vided informed consent and received at least one 
dose of vaccine or placebo. Per protocol, safety re-
sults for participants infected with HIV (196 pa-
tients) will be analyzed separately and are not 
included here.


During the phase 2/3 portion of the study, a 
stopping rule for the theoretical concern of vac-
cine-enhanced disease was to be triggered if the 
one-sided probability of observing the same or a 
more unfavorable adverse severe case split (a split 
with a greater proportion of severe cases in vac-
cine recipients) was 5% or less, given the same 
true incidence for vaccine and placebo recipients. 
Alert criteria were to be triggered if this probabil-
ity was less than 11%.


Efficacy


The first primary end point was the efficacy of 
BNT162b2 against confirmed Covid-19 with onset 
at least 7 days after the second dose in participants 
who had been without serologic or virologic evi-
dence of SARS-CoV-2 infection up to 7 days after 
the second dose; the second primary end point 
was efficacy in participants with and partici-
pants without evidence of prior infection. Con-
firmed Covid-19 was defined according to the 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) criteria as 
the presence of at least one of the following 
symptoms: fever, new or increased cough, new or 
increased shortness of breath, chills, new or in-
creased muscle pain, new loss of taste or smell, 
sore throat, diarrhea, or vomiting, combined with 
a respiratory specimen obtained during the symp-
tomatic period or within 4 days before or after it 
that was positive for SARS-COV-2 by nucleic acid 
amplification–based testing, either at the central 
laboratory or at a local testing facility (using a 
protocol-defined acceptable test).


Major secondary end points included the ef-
ficacy of BNT162b2 against severe Covid-19. Se-
vere Covid-19 is defined by the FDA as confirmed 
Covid-19 with one of the following additional 
features: clinical signs at rest that are indicative 
of severe systemic illness; respiratory failure; evi-
dence of shock; significant acute renal, hepatic, 
or neurologic dysfunction; admission to an in-
tensive care unit; or death. Details are provided 
in the protocol.


An explanation of the various denominator 
values for use in assessing the results of the 
trial is provided in Table S1 in the Supplemen-


tary Appendix, available at NEJM.org. In brief, 
the safety population includes persons 16 years 
of age or older; a total of 43,448 participants 
constituted the population of enrolled persons 
injected with the vaccine or placebo. The main 
safety subset as defined by the FDA, with a me-
dian of 2 months of follow-up as of October 9, 
2020, consisted of 37,706 persons, and the reac-
togenicity subset consisted of 8183 persons. The 
modified intention-to-treat (mITT) efficacy pop-
ulation includes all age groups 12 years of age 
or older (43,355 persons; 100 participants who 
were 12 to 15 years of age contributed to person-
time years but included no cases). The number 
of persons who could be evaluated for efficacy 7 
days after the second dose and who had no evi-
dence of prior infection was 36,523, and the 
number of persons who could be evaluated 7 
days after the second dose with or without evi-
dence of prior infection was 40,137.


Statistical Analysis


The safety analyses included all participants 
who received at least one dose of BNT162b2 or 
placebo. The findings are descriptive in nature 
and not based on formal statistical hypothesis 
testing. Safety analyses are presented as counts, 
percentages, and associated Clopper–Pearson 
95% confidence intervals for local reactions, 
systemic events, and any adverse events after 
vaccination, according to terms in the Medical 
Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA), ver-
sion 23.1, for each vaccine group.


Analysis of the first primary efficacy end 
point included participants who received the vac-
cine or placebo as randomly assigned, had no 
evidence of infection within 7 days after the 
second dose, and had no major protocol devia-
tions (the population that could be evaluated). 
Vaccine efficacy was estimated by 100 × (1 − IRR), 
where IRR is the calculated ratio of confirmed 
cases of Covid-19 illness per 1000 person-years 
of follow-up in the active vaccine group to the 
corresponding illness rate in the placebo group. 
The 95.0% credible interval for vaccine efficacy 
and the probability of vaccine efficacy greater 
than 30% were calculated with the use of a 
Bayesian beta-binomial model. The final analy-
sis uses a success boundary of 98.6% for prob-
ability of vaccine efficacy greater than 30% to 
compensate for the interim analysis and to 
control the overall type 1 error rate at 2.5%. 
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1272 Did not undergo randomization
1152 Did not meet eligibility criteria


64 Had other reason
33 Withdrew
13 Underwent randomization


after cutoff
5 Had unspecified reason
4 Were withdrawn by physician
1 Was lost to follow-up


99 Were not vaccinated
1 Did not sign the informed
   consent document


316 Did not receive dose 2
96 Withdrew
86 Were no longer eligible
61 Were lost to follow-up
46 Had ongoing or pending


status
18 Had adverse event
5 Were pregnant
2 Were withdrawn by 


physician
1 Died
1 Had medication error


(no adverse event)


304 Did not receive dose 2
100 Withdrew
62 Were lost to follow-up
56 Had ongoing or pending


status
51 Were no longer eligible
28 Had adverse event
4 Were pregnant
2 Were withdrawn by


physician
1 Died


18,556 Received dose 2 of BNT162b2 18,530 Received dose 2 of placebo


43,448 Were injected with vaccine or placebo
21,720 Were assigned to receive BNT162b2
21,728 Were assigned to receive placebo


37,706 Received vaccine or placebo
and had median follow-up of 2 mo


43,548 Underwent randomization


44,820 Participants were screened


18,860 Received dose 1 of BNT162b2 18,846 Received dose 1 of placebo


48 Discontinued trial after dose 2
27 Withdrew
18 Were lost to follow-up
1 Died
1 Was withdrawn by physician
1 Had medication error 


(no adverse event)


95 Discontinued trial after dose 2
66 Withdrew
25 Were lost to follow-up
2 Died
1 Had other reason
1 Declined further procedures
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Moreover, primary and secondary efficacy end 
points are evaluated sequentially to control the 
familywise type 1 error rate at 2.5%. Descriptive 


analyses (estimates of vaccine efficacy and 95% 
confidence intervals) are provided for key sub-
groups.


R esult s


Participants


Between July 27, 2020, and November 14, 2020, 
a total of 44,820 persons were screened, and 
43,548 persons 16 years of age or older under-
went randomization at 152 sites worldwide 
(United States, 130 sites; Argentina, 1; Brazil, 2; 
South Africa, 4; Germany, 6; and Turkey, 9) in 
the phase 2/3 portion of the trial. A total of 


Figure 1 (facing page). Enrollment and Randomization.


The diagram represents all enrolled participants 
through November 14, 2020. The safety subset (those 
with a median of 2 months of follow-up, in accordance 
with application requirements for Emergency Use Au-
thorization) is based on an October 9, 2020, data cut-
off date. The further procedures that one participant in 
the placebo group declined after dose 2 (lower right 
corner of the diagram) were those involving collection 
of blood and nasal swab samples.


Table 1. Demographic Characteristics of the Participants in the Main Safety Population.*


Characteristic
BNT162b2 
(N=18,860)


Placebo 
(N=18,846)


Total 
(N=37,706)


Sex — no. (%)


Male 9,639 (51.1) 9,436 (50.1) 19,075 (50.6)


Female 9,221 (48.9) 9,410 (49.9) 18,631 (49.4)


Race or ethnic group — no. (%)†


White 15,636 (82.9) 15,630 (82.9) 31,266 (82.9)


Black or African American 1,729 (9.2) 1,763 (9.4) 3,492 (9.3)


Asian 801 (4.2) 807 (4.3) 1,608 (4.3)


Native American or Alaska Native 102 (0.5) 99 (0.5) 201 (0.5)


Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 50 (0.3) 26 (0.1) 76 (0.2)


Multiracial 449 (2.4) 406 (2.2) 855 (2.3)


Not reported 93 (0.5) 115 (0.6) 208 (0.6)


Hispanic or Latinx 5,266 (27.9) 5,277 (28.0) 10,543 (28.0)


Country — no. (%)


Argentina 2,883 (15.3) 2,881 (15.3) 5,764 (15.3)


Brazil 1,145 (6.1) 1,139 (6.0) 2,284 (6.1)


South Africa 372 (2.0) 372 (2.0) 744 (2.0)


United States 14,460 (76.7) 14,454 (76.7) 28,914 (76.7)


Age group — no. (%)


16–55 yr 10,889 (57.7) 10,896 (57.8) 21,785 (57.8)


>55 yr 7,971 (42.3) 7,950 (42.2) 15,921 (42.2)


Age at vaccination — yr


Median 52.0 52.0 52.0


Range 16–89 16–91 16–91


Body-mass index‡


≥30.0: obese 6,556 (34.8) 6,662 (35.3) 13,218 (35.1)


*  Percentages may not total 100 because of rounding.
†  Race or ethnic group was reported by the participants.
‡  The body-mass index is the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters.
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43,448 participants received injections: 21,720 
received BNT162b2 and 21,728 received placebo 
(Fig. 1). At the data cut-off date of October 9, a 
total of 37,706 participants had a median of at 
least 2 months of safety data available after the 
second dose and contributed to the main safety 
data set. Among these 37,706 participants, 49% 
were female, 83% were White, 9% were Black or 
African American, 28% were Hispanic or Latinx, 
35% were obese (body mass index [the weight in 
kilograms divided by the square of the height in 
meters] of at least 30.0), and 21% had at least 
one coexisting condition. The median age was 
52 years, and 42% of participants were older 
than 55 years of age (Table 1 and Table S2).


Safety
Local Reactogenicity


The reactogenicity subset included 8183 partici-
pants. Overall, BNT162b2 recipients reported more 
local reactions than placebo recipients. Among 
BNT162b2 recipients, mild-to-moderate pain at 
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Figure 2. Local and Systemic Reactions Reported  
within 7 Days after Injection of BNT162b2 or Placebo, 
According to Age Group.


Data on local and systemic reactions and use of medi-
cation were collected with electronic diaries from par-
ticipants in the reactogenicity subset (8,183 partici-
pants) for 7 days after each vaccination. Solicited 
injection-site (local) reactions are shown in Panel A. 
Pain at the injection site was assessed according to 
the following scale: mild, does not interfere with activ-
ity; moderate, interferes with activity; severe, prevents 
daily activity; and grade 4, emergency department visit 
or hospitalization. Redness and swelling were mea-
sured according to the following scale: mild, 2.0 to  
5.0 cm in diameter; moderate, >5.0 to 10.0 cm in di-
ameter; severe, >10.0 cm in diameter; and grade 4,  
necrosis or exfoliative dermatitis (for redness) and ne-
crosis (for swelling). Systemic events and medication 
use are shown in Panel B. Fever categories are desig-
nated in the key; medication use was not graded. Ad-
ditional scales were as follows: fatigue, headache, 
chills, new or worsened muscle pain, new or worsened 
joint pain (mild: does not interfere with activity; mod-
erate: some interference with activity; or severe: pre-
vents daily activity), vomiting (mild: 1 to 2 times in  
24 hours; moderate: >2 times in 24 hours; or severe: 
requires intravenous hydration), and diarrhea (mild:  
2 to 3 loose stools in 24 hours; moderate: 4 to 5 loose 
stools in 24 hours; or severe: 6 or more loose stools in 
24 hours); grade 4 for all events indicated an emer-
gency department visit or hospitalization. I bars repre-
sent 95% confidence intervals, and numbers above 
the I bars are the percentage of participants who re-
ported the specified reaction.
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the injection site within 7 days after an injection 
was the most commonly reported local reaction, 
with less than 1% of participants across all age 
groups reporting severe pain (Fig. 2). Pain was 
reported less frequently among participants old-
er than 55 years of age (71% reported pain after 
the first dose; 66% after the second dose) than 
among younger participants (83% after the first 
dose; 78% after the second dose). A noticeably 
lower percentage of participants reported injec-
tion-site redness or swelling. The proportion of 
participants reporting local reactions did not 
increase after the second dose (Fig. 2A), and no 
participant reported a grade 4 local reaction. In 
general, local reactions were mostly mild-to-mod-
erate in severity and resolved within 1 to 2 days.


Systemic Reactogenicity
Systemic events were reported more often by 
younger vaccine recipients (16 to 55 years of age) 
than by older vaccine recipients (more than 55 
years of age) in the reactogenicity subset and 
more often after dose 2 than dose 1 (Fig. 2B). 
The most commonly reported systemic events 
were fatigue and headache (59% and 52%, re-
spectively, after the second dose, among younger 
vaccine recipients; 51% and 39% among older 
recipients), although fatigue and headache were 
also reported by many placebo recipients (23% and 
24%, respectively, after the second dose, among 
younger vaccine recipients; 17% and 14% among 
older recipients). The frequency of any severe 
systemic event after the first dose was 0.9% or 
less. Severe systemic events were reported in less 
than 2% of vaccine recipients after either dose, 
except for fatigue (in 3.8%) and headache (in 2.0%) 
after the second dose.


Fever (temperature, ≥38°C) was reported after 
the second dose by 16% of younger vaccine re-
cipients and by 11% of older recipients. Only 0.2% 
of vaccine recipients and 0.1% of placebo recipi-
ents reported fever (temperature, 38.9 to 40°C) af-
ter the first dose, as compared with 0.8% and 
0.1%, respectively, after the second dose. Two 
participants each in the vaccine and placebo 
groups reported temperatures above 40.0°C. 
Younger vaccine recipients were more likely to 
use antipyretic or pain medication (28% after 
dose 1; 45% after dose 2) than older vaccine re-
cipients (20% after dose 1; 38% after dose 2), 
and placebo recipients were less likely (10 to 14%) 


than vaccine recipients to use the medications, 
regardless of age or dose. Systemic events in-
cluding fever and chills were observed with the 
first 1 to 2 days after vaccination and resolved 
shortly thereafter.


Daily use of the electronic diary ranged from 
90 to 93% for each day after the first dose and 
from 75 to 83% for each day after the second 
dose. No difference was noted between the 
BNT162b2 group and the placebo group.


Adverse Events


Adverse event analyses are provided for all en-
rolled 43,252 participants, with variable follow-
up time after dose 1 (Table S3). More BNT162b2 
recipients than placebo recipients reported any 
adverse event (27% and 12%, respectively) or a 
related adverse event (21% and 5%). This distri-
bution largely reflects the inclusion of transient 
reactogenicity events, which were reported as 
adverse events more commonly by vaccine recipi-
ents than by placebo recipients. Sixty-four vac-
cine recipients (0.3%) and 6 placebo recipients 
(<0.1%) reported lymphadenopathy. Few partici-
pants in either group had severe adverse events, 
serious adverse events, or adverse events leading 
to withdrawal from the trial. Four related serious 
adverse events were reported among BNT162b2 
recipients (shoulder injury related to vaccine ad-
ministration, right axillary lymphadenopathy, 
paroxysmal ventricular arrhythmia, and right leg 
paresthesia). Two BNT162b2 recipients died (one 
from arteriosclerosis, one from cardiac arrest), 
as did four placebo recipients (two from unknown 
causes, one from hemorrhagic stroke, and one 
from myocardial infarction). No deaths were con-
sidered by the investigators to be related to the 
vaccine or placebo. No Covid-19–associated deaths 
were observed. No stopping rules were met dur-
ing the reporting period. Safety monitoring will 
continue for 2 years after administration of the 
second dose of vaccine.


Efficacy


Among 36,523 participants who had no evidence 
of existing or prior SARS-CoV-2 infection, 8 cases 
of Covid-19 with onset at least 7 days after the 
second dose were observed among vaccine re-
cipients and 162 among placebo recipients. This 
case split corresponds to 95.0% vaccine efficacy 
(95% confidence interval [CI], 90.3 to 97.6; Ta-
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ble 2). Among participants with and those with-
out evidence of prior SARS CoV-2 infection, 9 cases 
of Covid-19 at least 7 days after the second dose 
were observed among vaccine recipients and 169 
among placebo recipients, corresponding to 94.6% 
vaccine efficacy (95% CI, 89.9 to 97.3). Supple-
mental analyses indicated that vaccine efficacy 
among subgroups defined by age, sex, race, eth-
nicity, obesity, and presence of a coexisting condi-
tion was generally consistent with that observed 
in the overall population (Table 3 and Table S4). 
Vaccine efficacy among participants with hyper-
tension was analyzed separately but was consis-
tent with the other subgroup analyses (vaccine 
efficacy, 94.6%; 95% CI, 68.7 to 99.9; case split: 
BNT162b2, 2 cases; placebo, 44 cases). Figure 3 
shows cases of Covid-19 or severe Covid-19 with 
onset at any time after the first dose (mITT popu-
lation) (additional data on severe Covid-19 are 
available in Table S5). Between the first dose and 
the second dose, 39 cases in the BNT162b2 group 
and 82 cases in the placebo group were observed, 
resulting in a vaccine efficacy of 52% (95% CI, 
29.5 to 68.4) during this interval and indicating 
early protection by the vaccine, starting as soon 
as 12 days after the first dose.


Discussion


A two-dose regimen of BNT162b2 (30 μg per 
dose, given 21 days apart) was found to be safe 
and 95% effective against Covid-19. The vaccine 
met both primary efficacy end points, with more 
than a 99.99% probability of a true vaccine ef-
ficacy greater than 30%. These results met our 
prespecified success criteria, which were to es-
tablish a probability above 98.6% of true vaccine 
efficacy being greater than 30%, and greatly 
exceeded the minimum FDA criteria for authori-
zation.9 Although the study was not powered to 
definitively assess efficacy by subgroup, the 
point estimates of efficacy for subgroups based 
on age, sex, race, ethnicity, body-mass index, or 
the presence of an underlying condition associ-
ated with a high risk of Covid-19 complications 
are also high. For all analyzed subgroups in 
which more than 10 cases of Covid-19 occurred, 
the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval 
for efficacy was more than 30%.


The cumulative incidence of Covid-19 cases 
over time among placebo and vaccine recipients 
begins to diverge by 12 days after the first dose, 
7 days after the estimated median viral incuba-


Table 2. Vaccine Efficacy against Covid-19 at Least 7 days after the Second Dose.*


Efficacy End Point BNT162b2 Placebo


Vaccine Efficacy, %  
(95% Credible 


Interval)‡


Posterior  
Probability 


(Vaccine Efficacy 
>30%)§


No. of 
Cases


Surveillance 
Time (n)†


No. of 
Cases


Surveillance 
Time (n)†


(N=18,198) (N=18,325)


Covid-19 occurrence at least  
7 days after the second 
dose in participants with-
out evidence of infection


8 2.214 (1,7411) 162 2.222 (17,511) 95.0 (90.3–97.6) >0.9999


(N=19,965) (N=20,172)


Covid-19 occurrence at least  
7 days after the second 
dose in participants with 
and those without evidence 
of infection


9 2.332 (18,559) 169 2.345 (18,708) 94.6 (89.9–97.3) >0.9999


*  The total population without baseline infection was 36,523; total population including those with and those without prior evidence of infec-
tion was 40,137.


†  The surveillance time is the total time in 1000 person-years for the given end point across all participants within each group at risk for the 
end point. The time period for Covid-19 case accrual is from 7 days after the second dose to the end of the surveillance period.


‡  The credible interval for vaccine efficacy was calculated with the use of a beta-binomial model with prior beta (0.700102, 1) adjusted for the 
surveillance time.


§  Posterior probability was calculated with the use of a beta-binomial model with prior beta (0.700102, 1) adjusted for the surveillance time.
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tion period of 5 days,10 indicating the early onset 
of a partially protective effect of immunization. 
The study was not designed to assess the efficacy 
of a single-dose regimen. Nevertheless, in the 
interval between the first and second doses, the 
observed vaccine efficacy against Covid-19 was 
52%, and in the first 7 days after dose 2, it was 
91%, reaching full efficacy against disease with 
onset at least 7 days after dose 2. Of the 10 cases 
of severe Covid-19 that were observed after the 
first dose, only 1 occurred in the vaccine group. 
This finding is consistent with overall high ef-
ficacy against all Covid-19 cases. The severe case 
split provides preliminary evidence of vaccine-
mediated protection against severe disease, al-
leviating many of the theoretical concerns over 
vaccine-mediated disease enhancement.11


The favorable safety profile observed during 
phase 1 testing of BNT162b24,8 was confirmed in 
the phase 2/3 portion of the trial. As in phase 1, 
reactogenicity was generally mild or moderate, 
and reactions were less common and milder in 
older adults than in younger adults. Systemic 
reactogenicity was more common and severe 
after the second dose than after the first dose, 
although local reactogenicity was similar after 
the two doses. Severe fatigue was observed in 
approximately 4% of BNT162b2 recipients, 
which is higher than that observed in recipients 
of some vaccines recommended for older adults.12 
This rate of severe fatigue is also lower than that 
observed in recipients of another approved viral 
vaccine for older adults.13 Overall, reactogenicity 
events were transient and resolved within a couple 


Table 3. Vaccine Efficacy Overall and by Subgroup in Participants without Evidence of Infection before 7 Days after Dose 2.


Efficacy End-Point 
 Subgroup


BNT162b2 
(N=18,198)


Placebo 
(N=18,325)


Vaccine Efficacy, % 
 (95% CI)†


No. of  
Cases


Surveillance 
Time  


(No. at Risk)*
No. of  
Cases


Surveillance 
Time  


(No. at Risk)*


Overall 8 2.214 (17,411) 162 2.222 (17,511) 95.0 (90.0–97.9)


Age group


16 to 55 yr 5 1.234 (9,897) 114 1.239 (9,955) 95.6 (89.4–98.6)


>55 yr 3 0.980 (7,500) 48 0.983 (7,543) 93.7 (80.6–98.8)


≥65 yr 1 0.508 (3,848) 19 0.511 (3,880) 94.7 (66.7–99.9)


≥75 yr 0 0.102 (774) 5 0.106 (785) 100.0 (−13.1–100.0)


Sex


Male 3 1.124 (8,875) 81 1.108 (8762) 96.4 (88.9–99.3)


Female 5 1.090 (8,536) 81 1.114 (8,749) 93.7 (84.7–98.0)


Race or ethnic group‡


White 7 1.889 (14,504) 146 1.903 (14,670) 95.2 (89.8–98.1)


Black or African American 0 0.165 (1,502) 7 0.164 (1,486) 100.0 (31.2–100.0)


All others 1 0.160 (1,405) 9 0.155 (1,355) 89.3 (22.6–99.8)


Hispanic or Latinx 3 0.605 (4,764) 53 0.600 (4,746) 94.4 (82.7–98.9)


Non-Hispanic, non-Latinx 5 1.596 (12,548) 109 1.608 (12,661) 95.4 (88.9–98.5)


Country


Argentina 1 0.351 (2,545) 35 0.346 (2,521) 97.2 (83.3–99.9)


Brazil 1 0.119 (1,129) 8 0.117 (1,121) 87.7 (8.1–99.7)


United States 6 1.732 (13,359) 119 1.747 (13,506) 94.9 (88.6–98.2)


*  Surveillance time is the total time in 1000 person-years for the given end point across all participants within each group at risk for the end 
point. The time period for Covid-19 case accrual is from 7 days after the second dose to the end of the surveillance period.


†  The confidence interval (CI) for vaccine efficacy is derived according to the Clopper–Pearson method, adjusted for surveillance time.
‡  Race or ethnic group was reported by the participants. “All others” included the following categories: American Indian or Alaska Native, 


Asian, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, multiracial, and not reported.
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of days after onset. Lymphadenopathy, which 
generally resolved within 10 days, is likely to 
have resulted from a robust vaccine-elicited im-
mune response. The incidence of serious adverse 
events was similar in the vaccine and placebo 
groups (0.6% and 0.5%, respectively).


This trial and its preliminary report have 
several limitations. With approximately 19,000 
participants per group in the subset of partici-


pants with a median follow-up time of 2 months 
after the second dose, the study has more than 
83% probability of detecting at least one adverse 
event, if the true incidence is 0.01%, but it is not 
large enough to detect less common adverse events 
reliably. This report includes 2 months of follow-
up after the second dose of vaccine for half the 
trial participants and up to 14 weeks’ maximum 
follow-up for a smaller subset. Therefore, both 


Figure 3. Efficacy of BNT162b2 against Covid-19 after the First Dose.


Shown is the cumulative incidence of Covid-19 after the first dose (modified intention-to-treat population). Each 
symbol represents Covid-19 cases starting on a given day; filled symbols represent severe Covid-19 cases. Some 
symbols represent more than one case, owing to overlapping dates. The inset shows the same data on an enlarged  
y axis, through 21 days. Surveillance time is the total time in 1000 person-years for the given end point across all 
participants within each group at risk for the end point. The time period for Covid-19 case accrual is from the first 
dose to the end of the surveillance period. The confidence interval (CI) for vaccine efficacy (VE) is derived accord-
ing to the Clopper–Pearson method.
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the occurrence of adverse events more than 2 to 
3.5 months after the second dose and more 
comprehensive information on the duration of 
protection remain to be determined. Although 
the study was designed to follow participants for 
safety and efficacy for 2 years after the second 
dose, given the high vaccine efficacy, ethical and 
practical barriers prevent following placebo re-
cipients for 2 years without offering active im-
munization, once the vaccine is approved by 
regulators and recommended by public health 
authorities. Assessment of long-term safety and 
efficacy for this vaccine will occur, but it cannot 
be in the context of maintaining a placebo group 
for the planned follow-up period of 2 years after 
the second dose. These data do not address 
whether vaccination prevents asymptomatic in-
fection; a serologic end point that can detect a 
history of infection regardless of whether symp-
toms were present (SARS-CoV-2 N-binding anti-
body) will be reported later. Furthermore, given 
the high vaccine efficacy and the low number of 
vaccine breakthrough cases, potential establish-
ment of a correlate of protection has not been 
feasible at the time of this report.


This report does not address the prevention 
of Covid-19 in other populations, such as young-
er adolescents, children, and pregnant women. 
Safety and immune response data from this trial 
after immunization of adolescents 12 to 15 years 
of age will be reported subsequently, and addi-
tional studies are planned to evaluate BNT162b2 
in pregnant women, children younger than 12 
years, and those in special risk groups, such as 
immunocompromised persons. Although the 
vaccine can be stored for up to 5 days at stan-
dard refrigerator temperatures once ready for use, 
very cold temperatures are required for shipping 
and longer storage. The current cold storage re-
quirement may be alleviated by ongoing stability 
studies and formulation optimization, which 
may also be described in subsequent reports.


The data presented in this report have sig-
nificance beyond the performance of this vac-
cine candidate. The results demonstrate that 
Covid-19 can be prevented by immunization, 
provide proof of concept that RNA-based vac-
cines are a promising new approach for protect-
ing humans against infectious diseases, and 
demonstrate the speed with which an RNA-
based vaccine can be developed with a sufficient 


investment of resources. The development of 
BNT162b2 was initiated on January 10, 2020, 
when the SARS-CoV-2 genetic sequence was re-
leased by the Chinese Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention and disseminated globally by the 
GISAID (Global Initiative on Sharing All Influ-
enza Data) initiative. This rigorous demonstration 
of safety and efficacy less than 11 months later 
provides a practical demonstration that RNA-based 
vaccines, which require only viral genetic sequence 
information to initiate development, are a major 
new tool to combat pandemics and other infec-
tious disease outbreaks. The continuous phase 
1/2/3 trial design may provide a model to reduce 
the protracted development timelines that have 
delayed the availability of vaccines against other 
infectious diseases of medical importance. In 
the context of the current, still expanding pan-
demic, the BNT162b2 vaccine, if approved, can 
contribute, together with other public health mea-
sures, to reducing the devastating loss of health, 
life, and economic and social well-being that has 
resulted from the global spread of Covid-19.
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COVID-19 Results Briefing


Colorado


December 10, 2020


This document contains summary information on the latest projections from the IHME model on COVID-19
in Colorado. The model was run on December 08, 2020.


Current situation


• Daily reported cases in the last week decreased to 4,200 per day on average compared to 5,100 the week
before (Figure 1).


• Daily deaths in the last week decreased to 40 per day on average compared to 40 the week before
(Figure 2). This makes COVID-19 the number 1 cause of death in Colorado this week (Table 1).


• Effective R, computed using cases, hospitalizations, and deaths, is greater than 1 in 15 states (Figure
3). The Effective R in Colorado on November 26 was 0.94.


• We estimated that 13% of people in Colorado have been infected as of December 07 (Figure 4).
• The daily death rate is greater than 4 per million in Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut,


Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, West Virginia, Wisconsin,
and Wyoming (Figure 6).


Trends in drivers of transmission


• In the last week, no new mandates have been imposed. No mandates have been lifted this week (Table
2).


• Mobility last week was 42% lower than the pre-COVID-19 baseline (Figure 8). Mobility was near
baseline (within 10%) in no locations. Mobility was lower than 30% of baseline in California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, the District of
Columbia, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, and Washington.


• As of December 07 we estimated that 75% of people always wore a mask when leaving their home
(Figure 9) compared to 75% last week. Mask use was lower than 50% in Wyoming.


• There were 314 diagnostic tests per 100,000 people on December 07 (Figure 10).
• The fraction of the population who are open to receiving a COVID-19 vaccine ranges from 68% in


Alabama to 84% in California. (Figure 12)
• 1.65 million are expected to be vaccinated by April 1st. (Figure 13) With faster scale-up, the number


vaccinated could reach 3.91 million.


Projections


• In our reference scenario, which represents what we think is most likely to happen, our model projects
7,000 cumulative deaths on April 1, 2021. This represents 4,000 additional deaths from December 07 to
April 1st (Figure 14). Daily deaths will peak at 50 on January 29, 2021 (Figure 15).


• The reference scenario assumes that 32 states will re-impose mandates by April 1, 2021.
• If universal mask coverage (95%) were attained in the next week, our model projects 1,000 fewer


cumulative deaths compared to the reference scenario on April 1, 2021.
• Under our mandates easing scenario, our model projects 9,000 cumulative deaths on April 1, 2021.
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• By April 1 2021, we project that 600 lives will be saved by the projected vaccine rollout. If rapid
rollout of vaccine is achieved, 1,000 lives will be saved compared to a no vaccine scenario. Rapid rollout
targeting high-risk individuals only could save, compared to a no vaccine scenario, 1,200 lives.


• Figure 21 compares our reference scenario forecasts to other publicly archived models. Forecasts are
widely divergent.


• 42 states will have high or extreme stress on hospital beds at some point in December through February
(Figure 22). 48 states will have high or extreme stress on ICU capacity in December through February
(Figure 23).


Model updates


See the briefs for December 4th (https://www.healthdata.org/covid/updates/archive) for details on how
vaccination has been incorporated into our reference and alternative scenarios. In this week’s release, we
have revised some assumptions on vaccination based on the Pfizer FDA authorization filing. Using that new
information, we now assume that 8 days after the first dose, the vaccine becomes 50% effective, increasing to
95% after the second dose.
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Current situation


Figure 1. Reported daily COVID-19 cases
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Table 1. Ranking of COVID-19 among the leading causes of mortality this week, assuming uniform deaths
of non-COVID causes throughout the year


Cause name Weekly deaths Ranking


COVID-19 255 1
Ischemic heart disease 118 2
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 64 3
Stroke 49 4
Tracheal, bronchus, and lung cancer 45 5
Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias 40 6
Chronic kidney disease 24 7
Cirrhosis and other chronic liver diseases 23 8
Colon and rectum cancer 22 9
Self-harm 21 10


Figure 2a. Reported daily COVID-19 deaths
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Figure 2b. Estimated cumulative deaths by age group
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Figure 3. Mean effective R on November 26, 2020. The estimate of effective R is based on the combined
analysis of deaths, case reporting, and hospitalizations where available. Current reported cases reflect
infections 11-13 days prior, so estimates of effective R can only be made for the recent past. Effective R less
than 1 means that transmission should decline, all other things being held the same.
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Figure 4. Estimated percent of the population infected with COVID-19 on December 07, 2020
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Figure 5. Percent of COVID-19 infections detected. This is estimated as the ratio of reported daily
COVID-19 cases to estimated daily COVID-19 infections based on the SEIR disease transmission model.
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Figure 6. Daily COVID-19 death rate per 1 million on December 07, 2020
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Critical drivers


Table 2. Current mandate implementation
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Figure 7. Total number of social distancing mandates (including mask use)
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Figure 8a. Trend in mobility as measured through smartphone app use compared to January 2020 baseline
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Figure 8b. Mobility level as measured through smartphone app use compared to January 2020 baseline
(percent) on December 07, 2020
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Figure 9a. Trend in the proportion of the population reporting always wearing a mask when leaving home
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Figure 9b. Proportion of the population reporting always wearing a mask when leaving home on December
07, 2020
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Figure 10a. Trend in COVID-19 diagnostic tests per 100,000 people
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Figure 10b. COVID-19 diagnostic tests per 100,000 people on December 02, 2020
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Figure 11. Increase in the risk of death due to pneumonia on February 1 2020 compared to August 1 2020
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Figure 12. This figure shows the estimated proportion of the adult (18+) population that is open to
receiving a COVID-19 vaccine based on Facebook survey responses
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Figure 13. The number of people who receive any vaccine and those that are immune accounting for efficacy,
loss to follow up for 2 dose vaccines, and a 28 day delay between first dose and immunity for 2 dose vaccines.
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Colorado PROJECTIONS AND SCENARIOS


Projections and scenarios


We produce six scenarios when projecting COVID-19. The reference scenario is our forecast of what we think
is most likely to happen. We assume that if the daily mortality rate from COVID-19 reaches 8 per million,
social distancing (SD) mandates will be re-imposed. The mandate easing scenario is what would happen if
governments continue to ease social distancing mandates with no re-imposition. The universal mask mandate
scenario is what would happen if mask use increased immediately to 95% and social distancing mandates
were re-imposed at 8 deaths per million. These three scenarios assume our reference vaccine delivery scale up
where vaccine delivery will scale to full capacity over 90 days.


The rapid vaccine rollout scenario assumes that vaccine distribution will scale up to full delivery capacity in
half the time as the reference delivery scenario and that the maximum doses that can be delivered per day is
twice as much as the reference delivery scenario. The rapid vaccine rollout to high-risk populations scenario
is the same but high-risk populations are vaccinated before essential workers or other adults. The no vaccine
scenario is the same as our reference scenario but with no vaccine use.
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Colorado PROJECTIONS AND SCENARIOS


Figure 14. Cumulative COVID-19 deaths until April 01, 2021 for six scenarios
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Colorado PROJECTIONS AND SCENARIOS


Figure 15. Daily COVID-19 deaths until April 01, 2021 for six scenarios
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Colorado PROJECTIONS AND SCENARIOS


Figure 16. Daily COVID-19 infections until April 01, 2021 for six scenarios
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Colorado PROJECTIONS AND SCENARIOS


Figure 17. Susceptible population, accounting for infections and people immune through vaccination
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Colorado PROJECTIONS AND SCENARIOS


Figure 18. Month of assumed mandate re-implementation. (Month when daily death rate passes 8 per
million, when reference scenario model assumes mandates will be re-imposed.)
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Colorado PROJECTIONS AND SCENARIOS


Figure 19. Forecasted percent infected with COVID-19 on April 01, 2021
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Figure 20. Daily COVID-19 deaths per million forecasted on April 01, 2021 in the reference scenario
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Colorado PROJECTIONS AND SCENARIOS


Figure 21. Comparison of reference model projections with other COVID modeling groups. For this
comparison, we are including projections of daily COVID-19 deaths from other modeling groups when available:
Delphi from the Massachussets Institute of Technology (Delphi; https://www.covidanalytics.io/home),
Imperial College London (Imperial; https://www.covidsim.org), The Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL;
https://covid-19.bsvgateway.org/), and the SI-KJalpha model from the University of Southern California
(SIKJalpha; https://github.com/scc-usc/ReCOVER-COVID-19). Daily deaths from other modeling groups
are smoothed to remove inconsistencies with rounding. Regional values are aggregates from availble locations
in that region.
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Colorado PROJECTIONS AND SCENARIOS


Figure 22. The estimated inpatient hospital usage is shown over time. The percent of hospital beds occupied
by COVID-19 patients is color coded based on observed quantiles of the maximum proportion of beds occupied
by COVID-19 patients. Less than 5% is considered low stress, 5-9% is considered moderate stress, 10-19% is
considered high stress, and greater than 20% is considered extreme stress.
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Colorado PROJECTIONS AND SCENARIOS


Figure 23. The estimated intensive care unit (ICU) usage is shown over time. The percent of ICU beds
occupied by COVID-19 patients is color coded based on observed quantiles of the maximum proportion of
ICU beds occupied by COVID-19 patients. Less than 10% is considered low stress, 10-29% is considered
moderate stress, 30-59% is considered high stress, and greater than 60% is considered extreme stress.
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Colorado PROJECTIONS AND SCENARIOS


Table 3. Ranking of COVID-19 among the leading causes of mortality in the full year 2020. Deaths from
COVID-19 are projections of cumulative deaths on Jan 1, 2021 from the reference scenario. Deaths from
other causes are from the Global Burden of Disease study 2019 (rounded to the nearest 100).


Cause name Annual deaths Ranking


Ischemic heart disease 6,100 1
COVID-19 4,293 2
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 3,300 3
Stroke 2,500 4
Tracheal, bronchus, and lung cancer 2,400 5
Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias 2,100 6
Chronic kidney disease 1,300 7
Cirrhosis and other chronic liver diseases 1,200 8
Colon and rectum cancer 1,100 9
Self-harm 1,100 10
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Colorado MORE INFORMATION


More information


Data sources:


Mask use data sources include PREMISE; Facebook Global symptom survey (This research is based on
survey results from University of Maryland Social Data Science Center) and the Facebook United States
symptom survey (in collaboration with Carnegie Mellon University); Kaiser Family Foundation; YouGov
COVID-19 Behaviour Tracker survey.


Vaccine hesitancy data are from the COVID-19 Beliefs, Behaviors, and Norms Study, a survey conducted on
Facebook by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (https://covidsurvey.mit.edu/).


Data on vaccine candidates, stages of development, manufacturing capacity, and pre-purchasing agreements
are primarily from Linksbridge and supplemented by Duke University.


A note of thanks:


We wish to warmly acknowledge the support of these and others who have made our covid-19 estimation
efforts possible.


More information:


For all COVID-19 resources at IHME, visit http://www.healthdata.org/covid.


Questions? Requests? Feedback? Please contact us at https://www.healthdata.org/covid/contact-us.
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This has been a long haul and we’ve still got some tough times ahead.  Given the fatigue and isolation that many of us are experiencing,
it’s that much more important that we take care of each other.  Our next DOM Town Hall topic is Your Charge is Low: How to Manage
Pandemic Depletion (Thursday, December 17, 7-8PM; Zoom Link: https://ucdenver.zoom.us/j/92532756293) and will feature Laura
McGladrey (Instructor of Clinical Teaching, College of Nursing) and Steven Berkowitz (Professor, Department of Psychiatry).  Laura and
Steve have a great deal of expertise in helping others to recharge and reconnect, something all of us need to do over the holidays.
 
Please get in touch with me if there’s anything I can do for you.  My very best wishes to you and your family.  Stay well and thanks so
much for everything you’re doing.
David
 
David A. Schwartz, M.D.
University of Colorado
12631 East 17th Avenue, B178
Aurora, CO  80045
Office:  303-724-1780
Cell:  919-824-9458
FAX:  303-724-1799
david.schwartz@cuanschutz.edu
 

https://ucdenver.zoom.us/j/92532756293

